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6 (a).1

The learning goals for today’s session are:
1. To understand the difference between groups and phrases.
2. To become familiar with the various functional roles that words can have in nominal groups, in par-

ticular the many different roles that adjectives can have.
3. To learn to analyse the two dimensions of nominal group structure: experiential and logical.
4. To understand the mismatches between experiential and logical structure in nominal groups.
5. To understand some of the most important differences between nominal groups in English and Ger-

man.
6 (a).2

Below the clause: groups and phrases
Consider the following clause:

Very gradually
the old man
has been growing
more forgetful
in recent years.

This is made up of the following groups and phrases:
nominal group: the old man
verbal group: has been growing
adverbial group: very gradually
adjectival group: more forgetful
prepositional phrase: in recent years

Note: inside in recent years is the nominal group recent years

You can also have the following:
preposition group: right behind (in: right behind the door
conjunction group: just because (in: just because he came late) 6 (a).3

Groups vs. phrases: internal structure
• A group is a “bloated word” – a word that is modified by other words:
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•

trains
electric trains

old electric trains
splendid old electric trains

two splendid old electric trains
those two splendid old electric trains

• A phrase is a “shrunken clause” – a clause that has lost its Subject, its Finite, its Mood choices, etc;
but it still has a remnant of Transitivity:

•
He wrote out the formula. He used a piece of chalk.
He wrote out the formula, using a piece of chalk.
He wrote out the formula with a piece of chalk.

6 (a).4

Further examples of groups

grows
was growing

has been growing
will have been growing

forgetful
more forgetful

much more forgetful
very much more forgetful

gradually
very gradually

really very gradually 6 (a).5

Groups and phrases: functions in clauses

6 (a).6

Experiential structure of nominal group: functions and (word) classes
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6 (a).7

The nominal group system of DETERMINATION (a.k.a. DEIXIS)

6 (a).8

Determiners or [embedded] ngps functioning as specific Deictic

6 (a).9

Determiners functioning as non-specific Deictic



Note:
1) /sm/ is quite different from /sʌm/, because (unlike /sm/) /sʌm/ can be used with a singular count(able)
noun:
‘In three weeks England will have her neck wrung like a chicken.’ Some chicken! Some neck! – Churchill
2) As an alternative to /sm/ you can have the zero article: some trains vs. trains; some electricity vs. electricity. 6 (a).10

Parallel between specific and non-specific determiners

6 (a).11

There are two different systems of Number in English
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6 (a).12

6 (a).13

Adjectives frequently occurring as post-Deictic (“postdeterminers”)

NB: Now you can easily have up to four different (types of) adjectives in a nominal group, without
needing a single comma to separate them!:

the usual two splendid old electric trains



Achtung! another two splendid old electric trains
Achtung! our own beautiful new home→

unser schönes neues Eigenheim 6 (a).14

Numerals or [embedded] nominal groups functioning as Numerative

Translate into French, Spanish, and German:

1) the next ten days

2) the last ten days 6 (a).15

Verbs as Epithets or as Classifiers (IFG3 p321)

6 (a).16

The Qualifier is usually an embedded higher-rank unit (phrase / clause)



The Qualifier exemplifies the principle of End Weight – if it’s long and/or complicated, put it at the
end. 6 (a).17

Pre-Modification or “Post-Modification”?
Pre-Modification: fixed, standard classification (dem WESEN nach)
Post-Modification: one-off, ad hoc classification (den ZUSTÄNDEN nach)
A common problem in an English-language scientific article written by a German-speaker:
[Denglish:] the used mixtures: ‘die angewendeten Mischungen’ (‘the mixtures that were used; the mix-

tures used’)
[English:] the used mixtures: ‘die verbrauchten/aufgebrauchten Mischungen’ (‘the now useless mix-

tures’)
IN GERMAN YOU CAN EMBED A NON-FINITE CLAUSE IN THE PRE-MODIFIER:

1) die erst kürzlich entdeckte Iriomote-Katze
2) die von Forschern erst kürzlich entdeckte Iriomote-Katze
(i.e. participle entdeckt is like verb, and has transitivity (valence))

IN ENGLISH:
1) the only recently discovered Iriomote cat
(δ:) the (γ:) [(γ:) only (β:) recently (α:) discovered] (β:) Iriomote (α:) cat
i.e. participle discovered is like adjective, can be modified by adverb
The only way to do 2) in English is:
2) the Iriomote cat [[(which was) only recently discovered by scientists]] 6 (a).18

That Iriomote Cat again



nominal group
Deictic Epithet Thing

↓ ↓ ↓
die Iriomote-Katze

non-finite clause
Agent Time Process
↓ ↓ ↓

von Forschern erst kürzlich entdeckt -e

6 (a).19

Epithet or Classifier? – order of adjectives in more detail

http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20160908-the-language-rules-we-know-but-dont-know-we-know 6 (a).20

The English person categories
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6 (a).21

(Multivariate) experiential structure of the nominal group

6 (a).22

(Linear) logical structure of nominal group

Until at least as far left as the epsilon element here, you can represent this with Venn diagrams (in-
tersections): ‘What kind of trains?’ Electric trains (‘intersection of things that are trains and things that are
powered by electricity’)‘What kind of electric trains?’ Old electric trains (etc.) 6 (a).23

Modification and sub-modification (nested bracketting)
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6 (a).24

Other elements besides Thing can be Head

6 (a).25

Substitute ‘one’ (substitution = non-zero ellipsis)

6 (a).26

Mismatch between experiential and logical structure (1)

6 (a).27

Mismatch between experiential and logical structure (2)

NB:
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GB: too close a friend→ too close a friend [[to ever lose]]

US: too close of a friend→ too close of a friend [[to ever lose]] 6 (a).28

Mismatch between experiential and logical structure (3)

6 (a).29

Mismatch between experiential and logical structure (4)

6 (a).30

Sources
Most of the material in these slides is from:

M.A.K.Halliday &C.M.I.M.Matthiessen,AnIntroduction toFunctionalGrammar. London: EdwardArnold,
2004. (“IFG3”).
Two slides are based on the fourth edition (“IFG4”). 6 (a).31
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